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NT Pro A-1 “Red Dot” Knife
50149232

Olfa® “Silver” Stainless Steel Knife
50148578

NT Injector Cartridge Knife
50149230

Olfa “A-1” Knife
50149239 

 Olfa “Silver 2” Auto-Lock Knife
50149242

The original Olfa® stainless steel knife.

Used for film pattern cutting and trimming.  
Features a tapered line design molded plastic 

handle for maximum control and comfort.  
Right or left hand use.

Regarded by many installers as the finest  
professional knife available. The blade can be 
advanced in 1/2 segment increments for  
precision control. Right or left hand use.

Significantly improved over the original  
“Olfa Silver.” Features right or left hand use, blade 
position auto-lock, and one-segment click-action. 

Used for film pattern-cutting and trimming.  
Holds five blades for automatic blade  
replacement capabilities.
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€ 11,20

 €   7,50

 € 14,80

 €   6,50

 € 14,80



Messen 

Plastic Utility Knife
50149231

KDS® L-22 Gripfit Autolock
50157269

Ceramic Safety Film Cutter
50149206

Reservemessen

Olfa AB-50S Stainless Steel Snap Blades
 50149243 

Olfa LBB-50B UltraMax 8 pt Blades
50149240

Olfa Carbon Steel Snap Blades
50157813

50x

50x

Replacement blades for heavy-duty knives.  
Triple-honed for extremely sharp edge.  

Ideal for cutting thick films, 7 mil or greater. 

Designed to deliver rapid, precise cuts for thick  
gauge safety films. It is intended for precision 

pre-cutting on flat, square-edged tables.

Used to cut bulk PPF installs. (Not to be used  
for trimming window film on glass surfaces)

50x

Olfa Stainless Steel Snap Blades
50156850

10x
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 € 2,25

 €  6,90

  € 82,00

€ 19,50 - 50st.

 € 54,00

        € 28,50

 €  7,25

Olfa L5-AL Knife (18 mm) met anti-slip grip             €   7,50

Olfa NOL-1 Knife (18 mm) €    6,80

Olfa SAC-1 30° hoek Knife (9 mm)                 €    5,70

Olfa FWP-1 Titanium Knife (12.5 mm) ultra sharp        €    5,40

Olfa AK-1 Art knife (6 mm) incl. 25 reservemesjes  €    6,25

Olfa AB-10 reservemesjes (9 mm) 10 st.   €   2,75

Olfa AB-50 reservemesjes (9 mm) 50 st.   € 9,50

Olfa LB-50 reservemesjes (18 mm) 50 st.  € 19,50

Olfa SAB-10 reservemesjes 30° hoek (9 mm) 10st.          €   4,50

Olfa FWB-50 reservemesjes (12.5 mm) 50 st.  € 14,50

Olfa FWB-10 reservemesjes (12.5 mm) 10 st.  €  3,80

€   4,80 - 10st.



Reservekrabbers

Plastic Razor Blades 
50149195

100x

1" Single Edge Blades
50149185

100x

Perfect for removing leftover film and adhesive from 
surfaces that are easily damaged, such as rear 

window defrosters or other sensitive glass surfaces. 

Use in any 1" blade holder. #9 Carbon steel single edge 
blade, non-rust aluminum back. (.009"/.2886 mm)

6" Triumph® Carbon Blades
50149190 

Heavy Duty Triumph Blades
50149191

6" Triumph Stainless Steel Heavy Duty Blades
50157413

25x

25x

Carbon steel offers strong capable scraping that lasts longer 
than stainless steel blades but rust more easily. Use these 
blades for scraping adhesive and other debris from glass 

surfaces. Double edged for more scraping per package. These 
blades fit any of the standard 6" Triumph Scrapers.

10x

Carbon replacement blades for the Triumph Scraper. 
This thicker blade (0.4 mm) offers greater strength for 
those tough jobs. 

This rust resistant stainless steel blade is thicker  
and stronger than the standard 6” Triumph  

Stainless Steel Blades. A must have for those  
tough film removal jobs. A new product  

exclusively for the tinting industry. A must  
have for all residential and commercial installers. 

3" Triumph Blades
50149187

4" Scraper Blades
50149189

100x

4" Scraper Blades
50149188

10x

10x

Reservekrabbers

Carbon, use in the 3" Triumph Scraper.

Carbon (0.17 mm x 4")

Carbon (0.20 mm x 4")

1" Stainless Steel Single Edge Blades
50149186

100x

Use in any 1" blade holder. Stainless steel, uncoated.
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€ 22,50

€ 11,00

€ 9,50

 € 19,50

€ 28,50

 € 44,50

 € 9,50

 € 24,00

 € 3,20



6" Triumph Scraper with Slide Cover
50149253

6" Ergonomic Triumph Scraper
50157272

6" Triumph Scraper
50149254

3" Triumph Scraper
50149249

Schrapers/Krabbers

Heavy Duty 1" Razor Scraper
50148556

1" Neon Mini Scraper
50149184

4" Scraper with Extended Handle
50149250

Schrapers/Krabbers 

An improved version of the standard 6" Triumph 
scraper with rounded corners for a more comfortable 

grip. Includes cover and one double-edged blade.

Lightweight and maneuverable.  
Includes cover and double-edged blade. 

Smaller version of the Triumph.  
Designed to fit perfectly into corners.

This is the new and improved version of the slide covered  
Triumph. With a bigger button and smoother action, the cover 

easily opens and closes with no hassle. No more fumbling with a 
separate blade cover while doing ladder work. Great for regular 

window cleaning, but not recommended for stripping off old film.

Retractable safety scraper; intermediate blade  
position keeps the blade from sliding out while in use.

Longer handle allows for even more leverage. 
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 € 16,80

 € 28,00

 € 9,00

 € 28,50

 € 16,50

 € 2,90

€ 2,00

Olfa schraper BSR-600  60cm steel (18 mm)  € 29,00 

Olfa BS-10B reserve schrapers (18 mm) voor  BSR-600    10 st.  € 5,90 



5" Fusion Handle
50157273

Thor’s Hammer™

50149586

Rakels met handvat

Side Swiper Handle Only
50149436

3.5" Fusion-Short Handle
50157274

Performax™ Handle
50149327 

6" Pro Squeegee Deluxe
50148564

The Bulldozer I™ Automotive
50149303

Super Clear Max™ Squeegee with Handle
50149328 

Rakels met handvat

Ideal for water extraction when used with the 5" Blue Max 
Squared, Blue or Clear Narrow. Features socket that 

accepts standard broom or paint roller extensions allowing 
for greater leverage. 

Use for 6-mil+ safety film installations, and final pass 
on slow drying thin films. 5" Blue or Clear Narrow 
replacement blade used.

These handles are designed to optimize your leverage in  
removing mounting solution. Great for high performance  
automotive films and smaller residential windows. These  
handles accommodate the 5" Blue Narrow, Clear Narrow,  
Blue Max with bevel and Clear Max with bevel Squeegees.

An installation squeegee as a ready-to-use assembly. 
Used to remove application solution during the installation 

of all flat glass film types.

The MUST-HAVE handled squeegee for stroking auto 
film down along the sides and bottom edges of rear 
windows with ease and power. Exquisite ergonomic 
design. Replaceable 6" Blue Slim Blade. 
Blade sold separately.

Ready-to-use installation squeegee. The specially 
modified Unger handle makes these installation 
squeegees must have.

Allows you to get to those hard to reach areas, such  
as behind speakers, brake lights, low angles and rear  

windows. Features a 6" squeegee blade and is 15"  
in overall length

Handled Adjust Squeegee
50156846
Squeegee with a handle that has an adjustable angle 
for reaching into areas with restricted access.
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 € 78,00

 € 29,00

 € 29,00

 € 29,00

 € 17,50

  € 36,00 - 6 "
  € 49,00 - 8"

 € 27,00

 € 29,00

 € 17,50



Unger® Pro Handle
50148565

Stroke Doctor™

50157007

Unger ErgoTec Handle
50157275

Rakels met handvat Reserve rubbers

Designed with I-beam construction handle that  
features an ergonomic slip-resistant grip and longer 
blade to apply squeegee pressure more evenly in the 
most hard to reach places.

Squeegee and Channel
50149296 - 6"
50148566 - 8"
50149281 - 12"
50149285 - 18"

Blue Squeegee Refill
50149295 - 6“
50149284 - 18“
50149282 - 120"

Hard Unger® Replacement Blade
50149268 - 18“
50149269 - 42"

Stainless steel channel and soft rubber squeegee blade insert for use with the  
Unger Pro Handle. Used in the flat glass cleaning process and in the final 
cleanup after the film installation to remove soap streaks or smudges.

Hard replacement rubber is ideal for warmer 
working conditions and for optimum liquid 

removal on large, flat surfaces.

Use in the Unger squeegee channel or Stroke Doctor™ 
or the SideSwiper as a finishing squeegee for the refill 
blades listed above. 

6" Pro Squeegee Replacement Blade
50149274

Replacement blade for the 6" Pro Squeegee used as 
a means of removing application solutions during 

the installation of all flat glass film types. 

Blue Max™ Squeegee with Handle
50149329
Blue Max has pre-trimmed, anled sides for more effective 
squeegeeing into corners and along top edges of glass.

For use in channels with black rubber for cleaning or slim 
blue replacement blades for installation.

Features a spring mechanism for quick blade changing 
and a finger indent on top of handle for complete control. 
For use in channels with black rubber for cleaning or slim 

blue replacement blades for installation.

Black Squeegee Refill
50149277 - 12" 
50149278 - 140"
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 € 28,00

 € 11,50

 € 38,50

 € 17,50

 € 6,50
 € 6,90
 € 7,90
 € 9,50

 € 4,80
€ 9,00

 € 3,10

 € 35,00
 €   6,90

 € 17,50 - 6"
 € 24,00 - 8"

 € 3,50
 € 17,50



5" Blue Max™ Squeegee Blade
50149270

5" Blue Max “Squared” Squeegee Blade
50149294 

5" Blue Max “Angle-Cut” Squeegee Blade
50157268

5" Blue “Narrow” Squeegee Blade
50149365

5" Clear Max™ Squeegee Blade
50149305

6" Clear Narrow Squeegee Blade
50157810

Vervangende rakels

(with engineered bevel edge) Excellent as finishing a 
squeegee in automotive and flat-glass applications, 

especially for sputtered films.

Edge is beveled

Edge is square

Excellent as finishing a squeegee in automotive applications.  
For automotive applications, many installers therefore prefer the ANGLE 
CUT for more proficient squeegee access and performance immediately 

adjacent to window framing. Use in the Unger Pro Squeegee Handle.

A Narrower version of the Blue Max Squared, for use in the Fusion5.

Excellent as finishing squeegee tool; high durometer,  
yet flexible. For mounting inside in the Unger Pro handle.

Used with sensitive surface products such as Exterior 
and LowE films. Best fit with Fusion5 handle.

Squared-off version of the Blue Max auto squeegee 
(no bevel). For use in the Performax Squeegee Handle 
for thicker gauge safety and security films.

Buis rakels

28" Black Smoothie™ Blade Only
50149286

9" Black Smoothie Tube Squeegee
50148562 

18" Red Turbo Squeegee
50149279

18 1/2" Green Turbo Squeegee
50157539

18 1/2" Yellow Turbo Squeegee
50157004

5 1/2" Yellow Turbo Squeegee
50148563

Squeegee tool used for glass cleaning.  
Not recommended for installation of films.

Squeegee tool used for glass cleaning,  
sometimes called the “Smoothie.”  
**Economy size (28") usually cut to  
shorter lengths before use.**

Used for removal of application solution during  
the installation process. Also used for  
paint protection film installations.

An installation squeegee used to remove application  
solution during installation of paint protection film.  

**Economy size squeegee usually cut  
to shorter lengths before use**

Used for removal of application solution during  
the installation process.  
**Economy size squeegee usually cut to  
shorter lengths before use**

An installation squeegee used to remove application solution  
during installation of all auto and paint protection films.
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 € 12,00

 € 12,00

 € 14,50

 € 7,80

 € 12,50

 € 11,50

 € 27,50

 € 11,50

 € 29,00

 € 38,00

 € 38,00

 € 12,00



Vilt/Blokrakels 

Sott 150-PP1 Wet or Dry Squeegee
50149368

The Blue Conqueror Squeegee
50149302

6" Block Squeegee
50148558

12" Block Squeegee
50149280

The Conqueror™ Squeegee
50148561

The Conqueror is the original corner reach tool. Features a 
soft squeegee blade along one edge and pointed hard card 

tips on the ends making it a versatile staple to any tool kit. 

Soft rubber card style squeegee.  
Recommended for paint protection installations. 

Combination squeegee/hard card used for finishing 
during film installation. Can be cut to various angle 
shapes to reach tight, sharp corners. 

Same as the original Conqueror with a slightly harder 
durometer for more squeegeeing power.

Rakels

Yellow Quick Foot™ (Hard Flex)
50149364

Slim Foot™ 
50149319

Tail Fin Green (Soft)
50157259

Red Devil™ Squeegee
50149299

Modeled after the Big Foot Squeegee, the Slim Foot has a slender 
design that can reach into tighter openings. This no rib squeegee 
helps reach behind brake lights and has a rubber grip for secure 
handling. Measures 15” from blade tip to handle end.

Flexible squeege e that is great for tight corners and 
maneuvering around gaskets.

A stiff squeegee with a handle for jobs that require medium 
reach. Slim and trim with an unwrapped handle. Comes in a 
variety of flex ratings to meet a wide range of applications.

Great for getting behind brake lights and back window  
applications. Finger holes make holding onto the Tail Fin easy.

Slammer™

50148560
Used for cleaning corners and along gaskets, wicking  

water out along borders and easily reaches rear windows.
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 € 6,90

 € 3,10

 € 2,90

 € 6,25

 € 6,00

 € 48,50

 € 11,00

 € 7,00

 € 28,00

 € 2,90



Hard Card Sharpener
50149308

Lil Chizler™

50148559

Gator Blade™ I
50157256

EZ Reach Ultra™ - Gold (Firm Flex)
50149314

Gator Blade™ II
50157257

EZ Reach Ultra™ - Silver (Hard Flex)
50149363

Rakels

A much harder tool than the Teflon® edge tool, this plastic device 
is used for the occasional “press-down” of small film creases, or 
scraping away old film remnants on scratch-sensitive surfaces

A must have to keep hard card  
and other squeegee edges smooth.

The Gator Blade I and Gator Blade II products are  
alternatives to the Lil Chizler. Each has a unique shape to 
give you a better grip making it easier to apply pressure.

4" Yellow Lidco™ Squeegee
50148557

4" 3M® Blue Squeegee
50149290 

4" 3M® Gold Squeegee
50149289

4" Universal Hardcard Squeegee
50149291

Rakels

Bondo® Squeegee
50149324

Flexible and soft card style squeegee.  
Great for third brake light installs.
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 € 1,50

 € 9,50

 € 1,90

 € 1,90

 € 4,25

 € 5,00

 € 1,50

 € 1,75

 € 6,50

 € 1,75

 € 2,25



4" Grey Lidco™ Nylon Hardcard
50156977

Black Hard Card Squeegee
50149320

Blue Hard Card Squeegee
50149321 

White Hard Card Squeegee
50148580

Pink Hard Card Squeegee
50149309

Rakels

Excellent soft card tool for edging and wicking water.

Excellent tool for edging and wicking water.

The Teflon® Black 2000 Card gives the greatest gripping  
power of the trio of White, Gold and Black cards.

Durometer is between the white and gold Teflon® squeegees.

Yellow Contour (Firm Flex)
50149313

Green DiamondTip (Soft Flex)
50149307

Yellow Diamond Tip (Firm Flex)
50148582

Little Foot™ Red (Firm Flex)
 50149325

High durometer angled squeegee:  
great for carding out moisture in corners.

Designed to meet the challenge of hard-to-reach areas, with square edges and 
20 degree angled corners on both sides. The raised area in the center gives you a 
secure, slip-resistant grip, even when wet.

Great for squeegeeing film into curved glass areas,  
especially strongly contoured rear panes.

The unique blade shape of the Big Foot without the handle. Fits comfortably in your hand and 
features an angled, long-reach tip that gets behind gaskets and rubber seals easily.

Gold Hard Card Squeegee
50148581
Made from a material that is more resistant  
to thermal deformation.

Rakels
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 € 2,90

 € 4,75

 € 2,00

 € 4,90

 € 2,90

 € 4,90

 € 6,50

 € 4,90

 € 5,80

 € 4,90



6" Black Hard Card Squeegee
50149310

Platinum Hard Card Squeegee
50149322 

Purple Hard Card Squeegee
50149524

 6" White Hard Card Squeegee
50149311

The Platinum card is stiffer than the white card and has 
the gripping power of the Black card, and has many 
uses in flat glass and auto installation, including border 
trimming etc.

This card is by far the most resistant to 
deformation and melting when used with a 

heat gun; even more than the Gold card.

Extra large version of black hard card.

Extra large version of the white hard card.

Pi Tape (Imperial Units)
50157075

VLT Meter 2-piece Unit
50149235 

VLT Meter Slip-on Unit
50149420

Soft Case For Meters
50149202

Meet instrumenten

This unit easily slips onto he edge of a roll down window glass to  
measure and ensure compliance with auto tint laws regulating VLT 

(visible light transmission).

This case can be modified, through addition or  
removal of special inserts, to accommodate several  
various-sized meters. (Meters not included)

Used as an inexpensive means of inventory control along with a web  
application usable on your computer or smart phone, anywhere you have internet  

access. Remaining film on the core can be measured to within 98.5% accuracy  
without removing the product from the box. Web application link:  

www.llumar.com/mobileapps Web app works on Smartphones and PCs!

Rakels
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 € 4,90

 € 3,90

 € 5,90

 € 5,50

 € 285,00

 € 175,00

 € 185,00

 € 12,50



Meet instrumenten

U.V. Meter with Temperature
50149234

This meter gives UV transmission percentages, UV power, and 
temperature. The meter is the most versatile product available 
for measuring UV. You can measure UV intensities (irradiance), 

UV Transmission %, and temperature in Fahrenheit and Celsius.

Digital BTU Meter
50149233 

Toughened Glass Indicator
50149341

This narrow spectrum digital meter measures solar radiant energy 
intensity between (300-1100nm) directly transmitted through glass (or 

the film-glass combination) in units of BTUs per square foot per hour 
or watts per square foot. A low cost tool showing the relative effective-

ness of various films in blocking solar radiant heat; however, it does not 
effectively represent the infrared range.

Used to determine which, if any, panes in a window unit are 
heat-treated. Knowing this allows use of films that would  
otherwise be inappropriate on regular annealed glass.  
Full set of user instructions and case included (120 volt).

Glass & Air Space Thickness Gauge
50149220

Extremely useful for measuring glass thicknesses in  
monolithic or IG units, the thicknesses of air gaps in IG 

units, and determining whether glass is laminated.

Roll Down Stickers
50165749

Used as a distrction for vehicle occupants not  
to roll down windows after film installation.  

1000 stickers per roll.

Low E Detector
50166251
The meter can be used to test for LOW-E coatings in 
sealed Insulating Glass (IG) assemblies. 

Angle Measurement Tool
50157577
This is an essential tool for all exterior window film applications on 
non-vertical glass. It immediately determines whether the slope of the 
glass (on skylights, for example) will allow warranty coverage.

Meet instrumenten
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 € 9,80

 € 42,50

 € 190,00

 € 290,00

 € 180,00

 € 380,00 

 € 480,00



Installatie benodigdheden

Gasket Push Stick
50149306

1 1/2" Black Acrylic Felt - 50’ Roll
50149211

Hook Tool
50149225

The Edge™ Tool
50149323

Used for pressing out minor film creases or  
crimps and retrieving tucked gaskets.

Helps reduce scratching of automotive films  
on some vehicle roll down windows.

Use this tool to pull back on rubber gaskets  
in auto doors to tuck film below the seal.

A convenient trim guide or can be used to pull back gaskets.

Olfa® DC4 Blade Disposal
50149181
Blade disposer that can be emptied and re-used.

Gasket Wizard
50149219
This device is used to carefully pull back gaskets for easy film-
to-glass installations below the gasket. Rub rails are located at 
the base of all automotive door window glass and are used for 
weatherproofing the openings between the glass and the door 
structure. Many installers find the Gasket Wizard helpful, even 
without the use of the bungee cords.

Installatie benodigdheden

White 5-Way Trim Guide
50149349

This important tool is used as a trim guide to aid in the 
cutting of clean, uniform borders along the perimeters of 

straight-edged windows. 

Radius Patterns
50156938

This kit of 4 hardened light-metal radius patterns covers the range 
from 25mm to 100mm radii in 5mm steps. It has been specially 

designed for use with protective films for glazing in public transport. 
Includes radii commonly found at the corners of this type of glazing.

Smoothing edge file
50156844
File for smoothing edges of automotive film to reduce  
the risk of rubber gaskets pulling film away from glass  
when winding windows up and down.

Steinel HL 2020 E electronically controlled Heat Gun
50149221

Electronically controlled heat gun with LCD display, residual heat indicator for 
optimum protection, ergonomic operation by joystick, impressive 2200 watts 

of power, adjustable from 80 °C to 630 °C in 10 °C steps. Airflow rate  
adjustable in three stages (150 / 150-300 / 300-500 l/min.)
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 € 1,75

 € 55,00

 € 12,50

 € 9,50

 € 7,50

 € 3,50

 € 150,00

 € 45,00

 € 3,50

 € 89,00



Black Waist Apron with LLumar Logo
50149344

Felt Pen
50149350

Film Opaquer Pen - Broad Point
50149215

Yellow Film Marker - 7 inch
50149214

Film Opaquer Pen - Thin Point
50149216

Installatie benodigdhedenInstallatie benodigdheden

Used by professionals to have at one’s side all 
the tools essential for installation. Tie straps 
rather than clip connect.

Used for marking film. Yellow grease mark easily wipes away.

Used by installers to hide fine line mistakes in trimming which 
cause excess light intrusion at film edge. 

Pen to apply Spectra Seal or other liquid sealants.

Felt Pen Tips - 20 tips
50149210

LLumar branded Toolcase empty
50156854

Empty professional carrying case for automotive or  
architectural tools. (Tools not included).

Toolcase empty (without logo)
50156855
Empty professional carrying case for automotive or  
architectural tools. (Tools not included).

Replacement tips for Felt Pen.

Black Out Tape - 150’ Roll
50149180 - 1/2"
50149179 - 1"
50149178 - 1 1/2"
Black matte vinyl used to hide light gaps  
along edges of film installations.
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 € 17,50

 € 74,00

 € 49,50

  € 2,50

 € 8,95

 € 8,95

 € 29,50

 € 59,00

 €   9,50
 € 17,50
 € 22,50



36" x 2" Straight Ruler
50149335

18" x 2" Straight Ruler
50149334

Installatie benodigdheden

These aluminum straight edges permit straight cuts on 
glass cutting boards and are also useful for creating the 

splices on large commercial panes when “butt-splicing” is 
required to yield a relatively seamless appearance.

These aluminum straight edges permit straight cuts on glass 
cutting boards and are also useful for creating the splices on 
large commercial panes when “butt-splicing” is required  
to yield a relatively seamless appearance.

Jiffy™ Steamer
50149227

The Jiffy™ Steamer is a commercial steamer. It is impact resistant, with a  
1300 watt heating element and heats up in two minutes with 2 hours of steaming 

per filling. Great for removing film and adhesive from vehicle rear windows.  
(120 volt, please use a power converter for your country to use this tool.) 

45°/90° Triangle with Circle Template
50149347
12 inch aluminum triangles are useful for their short, straight  
edges in finishing out the pre-trim process on a glass table. The holes  
are useful as trim guides for cutting precise holes in film to fit cleanly around circular 
hinge bolts and other hardware found on movable vent wings and swing-out rear 
quarter windows.

Spray benodigdheden

Impact Jr. Pump Sprayer
50149177

Spraymaster® Bottle & Trigger
50149266 

P2™ Pump Sprayer
50149245

An overall heavy duty sprayer.  
It is equipped with a strong trigger and holds 32 ounces. 

Pressurized spray bottle that holds 48 ounces and reduces 
“finger-fatigue. Has adjustable spray nozzle.

This pressurized spray bottle holds more solution  
than the 32 oz. bottles and reduces “finger-fatigue,”.  
Has an adjustable spray nozzle. (1.25 liters)

32oz. Bottle (Empty)
50149209

Maxi Trigger™ Sprayer
50148555
An industry staple. Ergonomic trigger with  
high output and durability.
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 € 25,00

 € 8,50

 € 12,00

 € 330,00

 € 35,00

 € 11,00

 € 17,50

 € 1,95

 € 4,00



25’ Coiled replacement hose
50157054

Replacement hose to be used with 5 gallon  
(19 l) stainless steel sprayer.

Gilmore spray handle W/15‘ flex hose
50157540

Orange 3 Gallon Pressure Sprayer
50149246

Gilmour® Kit Replacement Sprayer
50157005

Replacement hose to be used with 5 gallon  
(19 l) stainless steel sprayer.

Replacement nozzle (only) with 3/8“ connector.  
Used with the straight hose assembly (see 50157540).

13’ hose allows great mobility and capacity gives 
uninterrupted installation.

Stainless Steel 5-Gallon Sprayer
50149333

Holds up to 5 gal. of solution in a stainless steel tank. 
Hose can reach up to 15’ in length. Fill with solution and 

pressurize with air from any compressor.

Spray benodigdheden Film Handler™ benodigdheden

72" Film Handler™

50149213

Film Handler Replacement Blades
50149591

Film Handler Cutter Assembly
50149182

Used for making precise horizontal and vertical cuts 
in window film from any roll width up to a maximum 
of 72 inches. It has at least 2 vertical slitters for rapid, 
simultaneous cutting of narrower strips for multi- 
piece rear car windows, side window panels, and all 
flat glass work. Slitting injector blades are hidden 
and recessed for safety. Can be affixed to a six-foot 
aluminum stepladder for in-shop or on-location  
cutting at commercial job sites. Can be wall- 
mounted. An essential professional tool to reduce 
waste and speed installations with straight and 
square cuts on all four sides.

Used for making precise horizontal and vertical 
cuts in window film from any roll width up to a 

maximum of 72 inches. Slitting injector blades 
are hidden and recessed for safety.

Injector blades for FilmHandler cutting heads.  
20 blades per package

3" Roller Assembly
50157271

Used for mounting roll of film on the Filmhandler to 
accommodate standard 3" cores. Standard roller 

assembly on Film Handler™. Sold as a pair (2).
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 € 105,00

 € 110,00

 € 25,00

 € 85,00

 € 340,00

 € 975,00

 € 125,00

 € 9,50

€ 250,00



Film Handler™ benodigdheden

1/4" Cutter Shim for 3" Hubs
50149257
Not sold in pairs.

Clean Cut Cutter Head Assembly
50149592

This is the 2nd essential component of Clean Cut Box Slitter.  
It magnetically attaches under the cutting bar and can be slid left 

or right to the right cutting width.

Clean Cut Box Slitter
50149590 - 60"
50156958 - 72"
An economical slitter assembly featuring both imperial and  
metric measurements. Cutter head sold separately.

Large Blue Paper roll
50170139

White Scrub Pad
50149351

The Scrubber
50149342

Schoonmaak producten

500 x 38 cm x 38 cm

Great for cleaning windows prior to installation. 

Used to reach behind speakers and brake lights. Scrub away 
adhesive along the bottom edges of sloped rear windows.  
Uses replaceable standard White Scrub Pads cut 2" x 3".  
This tool is 3" by 15" long. 

Clay Bar
50170137
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 € 65,00

 € 97,50

 €   97,50
 € 145,00

€ 45,00

 € 1,75

 € 19,80

 € 13,50

 € 35,00 Poetsdoeken papier wit   per 2 rollen  



Mikrostar Towel
50156858
Towel to wipe window frames dry after cleaning 
and before film installation.

Microfiber Applicator Pad
50157568

Transfer Tape Transfer Tape
50149422 - 24 inch
50149423 - 48 inch

Microfiber Cleaning & Polishing Cloth
50157569

Used to transfer logos, decorative designs, and  
the like to glass surfaces. Also used for Paint Protection  

pattern making on the vehicle’s body.

16"x 16" Provides ultimate shine (Also sold separately)

5,25"x 5,25" Easy application of polish (Also sold separately)

Copper mesh
50156843
Copper mesh for cleaning small areas of automotive 
glass such as the dot matrix.

Installatie en verwijder benodigdheden

Film-On™ Concentrate
50149218

Film-On Dispenser/Pump
50157412

Dirt-Off Dispenser/Pump
50157438

1 quart concentrate mounting solution.  
Use for pressure sensitive adhesives and sputtered copper films. 

Dirt-Off™ Concentrate
50149208

1 quart concentrate cleaning solution. Use for interior automotive 
window cleaning. Great for removing oily deposits on automotive 

glass. Dirt-Off can also be used as an adhesive accelerant to give 
additional tack for dot matrix areas.

1 quart concentrate cleaning solution. Use for interior automotive 
window cleaning. Great for removing oily deposits on automotive glass. 

Dirt-Off can also be used as an adhesive accelerant to give additional 
tack for dot matrix areas.

1 quart concentrate mounting solution.  
Use for pressure sensitive adhesives and sputtered copper films. 

(not pictured)

Lint Free Towels
 50168826

Film-On Empty 32 ounce Bottle 
50149217
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 € 8,00

 €   95,00
€ 195,00

 € 3,75

 € 1,90

 € 1,25

 € 39,50

 € 9,50

 € 0,10

 € 2,00

 € 8,50

 € 2,85

Installatie en verwijder benodigdheden 



Installatie en verwijder benodigdheden

X-100® Application Solution - Gallon
50149352

Cleaning and application concentrate for most dry adhesives. The mild acid 
formulation makes this a great cleaning agent for glass contaminated with 

oil, grease or dirt. Not to be used with copper or silver-based films.

Dirt-Off Empty 32 ounce Bottle 
50149207 (not pictured)

Basic Automotive Tool Kit
50149576

Deluxe Automotive Tool Kit
50149582

Basic Flat Glass Tool Kit
50149578

Deluxe Flat Glass Tool Kit
50149583

Basic Safety Film Tool Kit
50149580

Deluxe Safety Film Tool Kit
50149581

Basic Paint Protection Film Tool Kit
50149579
Deluxe Paint Protection Film Tool Kit
50149585
Deluxe Auto Safety Film Tool Kit 
50149584

Gereedschapsets

(Photo may not be representative of contents)

(Photo may not be representative of contents)

All the Basics you need for auto installation... no bells and whistles. 
For complete contents visit www.llumartech.com.

All the Basics you need for auto installation... no bells and whistles. 
For complete contents visit www.llumartech.com.
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 € 19,50

  € 2,00

 €   95,00

 € 175,00

 €   95,00

 € 150,00

€    95,00

 € 250,00

 €   47,50

 €   85,00

 € 185,00

Man Cleaning Spray 
12 spuitbussen à 400 ml 

€ 68,40

man protection
Ingevoegde tekst
Man Cleaning Spray 12 spuitbussen à 400 ml € 68,40
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Prijzen zijn geldig v.a. oktober 2018.
Prijswijzigingen onder voorbehoud.
Bij een bestelling <€ 100,- berekenen wij 
€ 10,00 aan handelingskosten.
Alle prijzen zijn exclusief 21% BTW.

Eastman Chemical Company is a leading manufacturer and marketer of high 
performance films for automotive and architectural applications with one of 
the largest and most integrated manufacturing sites in the world, located in 
Martinsville, Virginia.

Eastman, through its window film business creates and manufactures products 
that improve the efficiency and performance of glass. Eastman offers one of the 
industry’s widest arrays of film technologies, produced in a clean-room environment 
to ensure optimum quality.

With more than 55 years of experience in film production and technology, 
Eastman is dedicated to continuously investing in machinery, technology, 
and employee training to remain at the forefront of the industry.

LLumar® window films are distributed to nearly 100 countries worldwide. 
Production capabilities include color dyeing, sputtering, metallizing, solution-
coating, laminating, and slitting. To help ensure our products are of the highest 
quality, we inspect our films using advanced testing equipment and procedures.




